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I'm Bernadette and this is my
happy place, on the varanda…
welcome! The word varanda is
Portuguese, just like me. As with
the English definition of
verandah, a varanda is seen as a
point of entry, a place to gather,
relax and balance our lives.
This is our varanda, open to all,
to share news, to collaborate for
growth and celebrate our
successes together...but this is
not your grandfather's
newsletter; so, grab a drink, put
your feet up and enjoy!
Oh, and let us know what you
think and what you'd like to see
next month.

Bernadette
Let's Connect
Contact Me

In 2011, after a 25-year
career in leadership positions
across multiple industries, and
various countries, our CEO
founded an International Trade
& Development consultancy
headquartered where she
established roots, in
New Brunswick.
While garnering
experience in the
private sector,
working in
countries like
Guatemala,
El Salvador, Ireland,
the United States and
Trinidad & Tobago, it was
time to understand how to
fully leverage the public sector
and the world of Economic
Development. After five years
with government, and learning
the difference between what
we need and what we love,
we reshaped our purpose and
went from a sole
proprietorship to a company
with a satellite office in
Portugal, the European
gateway.

Most importantly, we
integrated what we need,
Economic Development, to
what we love, Community.
In order to find the true
meaning of Community, and
cross-cultural cohesion, we
travelled to Africa, and became
a Socio-Economic
Company, a
company who
believes in
#OneWorld, a world
of equality regardless
of gender, race,
colour, religion, age,
social status or
nationality, whether you’re
indigenous or a newcomer. We
believe we’re all in this
together and we can do better
on a foundation of peace,
unity, and inclusion . We are
The Varanda Network.

The Varanda Network
@TheVarandaNetwork
@VarandaNetwork
www.thevarandanetwork.com
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Market Of The Month: Portugal
Every month we’ll provide a Trade snapshot of a country or other economic jurisdiction. This month we thought
Portugal was a great place to start since the country just celebrated Portugal Day on June 10th. Portugal is also
the location for Web Summit, the largest tech conference in the world taking place over the next 10 years. Lastly,
it just so happens that our very own CEO, Bernadette, is Portuguese.
Portugal is one of the oldest countries in
Europe with its borders pretty much unchanged since
1297. Portugal also had one of the longest running
empires – from the capture of Ceuta in 1415 to the
handover of Macau in 1999 – and one of the largest,
stretching from Brazil to China...imagine the Trade that
happened since 1297.
The alliance between England and Portugal,
ratified by the Treaty of Windsor in 1386, is the oldest
alliance in the world still in force, fostering reciprocal
Trade & Investment. And that was long before Trade
Agreements were in place.
Speaking of old, Portuguese olive oil, known as
azeite in Portuguese, is some of the best out there and
has a long-standing tradition, dating back to Roman
times. There's even evidence of olive trees in Portugal
dating all the way back to the Bronze Age!
Interestingly, during the mid-16th century, olive oil was
even used as fuel for lighting and Portugal exported its
olive oil to Northern Europe and India for that purpose.
Portuguese wine production dates all the way
back to Roman times and there are over 500
indigenous grape varieties. There are over 1 million
acres (400,000 hectares) of vines and Portugal is the
seventh largest exporter of wine in the world, the top
producer of fortified wine, known as port wine, and
the only producer of green wine.
Portugal accounts for about 50% of the world’s
cork production. Cork is a natural product, and
anything made from cork is considered eco-friendly.
Portuguese cork is used by leading brands such as
Moet Chandon, Rolls Royce, Airbus, and NASA.
As of 2018, Portuguese cork is also present in
the spacecraft used by the European Space Agency in
its mission to Mars. It's also used for postcards,
purses, wallets, and of course wine corks. Oh, and
shoes…but not only cork shoes.

Portuguese shoes walk the world, and strut
some of the biggest stages…Rihanna’s 2013 shoe
collection for River Island was produced in Portugal.
Pippa Middleton, the famous royal sister, and her
mother, both wore Portuguese made shoes for the
royal wedding. A traditional industry that has moved
with the times, the Portuguese footwear industry
styles itself as the sexiest.
But Portugal kicks its traditional image through
amazing innovation.The ATM system in Portugal, the
Multibanco, is one of the most advanced in the world.
Long before online banking became the norm, you
could do your banking, pay your bills and your taxes
at your local ATM. Today there are over 60 operations
possible via the ATM system, including buying concert
tickets, donating to charities and topping up your
phone credit. The Green Lane toll pay system is a
Portuguese invention, as is the pre-paid mobile phone
card. And, Portugal has experienced the fastest growth
in innovation performance among EU member states
in recent years.They're also socially & sustainably
responsible, most recently launching the world's first
edible straw, The Edible Pasta Straw.
But, Portugal is not only known for its
discoveries, its innovations, or its social conscience...
they also have beautiful beaches; delicious food; some
of the world's biggest & best tides, like Guinness Book
of World Record waves of 100 feet...and Cristiano
Ronaldo, the world's best football/soccer player.
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INDIVIDUALS WHO MEASURE UP
We think these people are pretty awesome and we want you to know how awesome they are too!

Dr. Ali Ghorbani was named one of RBC's

Top 25 Canadian Immigrants, the only one from
Atlantic Canada. He is the Canada Research Chair in
Cybersecurity; Director of the Canadian Institute for
Cybersecurity; co-inventor of three awarded patents;
co-founder of two startups, Sentrant Security and
EyesOver Technologies; and 2017 Startup Canada
Senior Entrepreneur. Read more
Canada's Top 40 Under 40 also produced some
known names within our Network:
- Courtney Pringle-Carver, VP of External
Affairs, Atlantic Lottery Corporation
- Aida Cipolla, Executive Vice-President &
Chief Financial Officer - Toronto Hydro
- Michele Romanow, Canadian Tech
Serial Entrepreneur
- Maya Roy, Chief Executive Officer - YWCA
Canada

Our Moment of the Month goes to Prime
Minister Trudeau for gifting US Congresswoman and
Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, a box of Peace
by Chocolate started by one of our Syrian newcomers,
Tareq Hadhad...a beautiful story from Syrian
entrepreneur to refugee to newcomer to Canadian
entrepreneur. Heartwarming!

Bolivian President, Evo Morales - Since
2006, a year after he came to power,
social spending on health, education, and poverty
programs has increased by over 45%; poverty has
reduced from 60% to less than 40%; the rate of
illiteracy has decreased from 13% to 3%; GDP has
tripled with an average growth of 5% annually;
minimum wage has quadrupled. Inspiring!

Social Media Post of The Month
On the heels of Madiba’s visit to
#NewBrunswick, 3 of Madiba’s hosts
Eleanor Austin of New Marketing Today;
Robyn Tingley of Glass Sky; and our very
own CEO, Bernadette Fernandes,
presented a former Canadian diplomat
Kevin M Vickers with a gift on behalf of a
future South African diplomat, Siyabulela
Mandela, written by a former US

Diplomat, Former United States
Ambassador to Canada, Bruce A. Heyman
and his wife, Vicki Heyman, on the art of
diplomacy, and inscribed with a personal
note of friendship between the #US and
#Canada. Thanks for hosting, The Saint
John Region Chamber.
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Cvent was named 2019 Top Workplace by the

Washington Post and Best Place to Work by
Washington Business Journal.

In Our Own Backyard

Companies We
Know & Love

June was a great month for companies in our
Network and we just love shouting out about them
and telling them how proud we are

On The World Stage

At the International Spirits Competition - the
only internationally recognized consumer judging
spirits competition - we won BIG! When I say
"we", I mean they…

- Devil’s Keep Distillery - Blue Roof Distillers
- Sussex Craft Distillery
One of our favorite Israeli companies,

Store-Dot, led by Doron Myersdorf, is

game-changing our collective path to electricmobility through their rapid-charging
electricvehicles battery technology. Now that's
innovation!
On the heels of being recognized as one
of Red Herring’s Top 100 North America
winners, ProcedureFlow led by Daniella
Degrace, celebrated a June win at CCW
Excellence Awards, taking home the Training &
Development Solution of the Year Award and we
celebrated right with them!

Minister Navdeep Bains announced that one of
Canada's first OceanSupercluster projects will be a collaborative initiative with Newfoundland's
Kraken Robotics.
We're pretty excited that Energia Ventures, our
international start-up accelerator for cleantech,
cybersecurity, and smartgrid, is receiving a $500k boost
from New Brunswick Innovation Foundation.
Also in New Brunswick, the College
Communitaire du Nouveau-Brunswick announced a
Technology Access Centre specialized in automation
and robotics. Now that's cool!
Wabanaki Maple, an indigenous-owned maple
syrup company, won the 2019 FedEx Small Business
Grant Contest awarded annually to ten driven
entrepreneurs.
Canada's Desjardins, led by Guy Cormier,
launched their Goodspark program supporting youth
through encouraging social enterprise in areas such as
education and social engagement. They’ve also
partnered with CBC’s Dragons’ Den, which will air this
fall.
Saint John Energy recently announced a new
partnership with CaSA, a montreal-based leader in
smart grid technologies, to further power the City of
Saint John’s smart grid project by introducing
machine-learning algorithms that can predict energy
demand. Did we mention they’ll also be setting up shop
in our beautiful port city? We’re thrilled to have new
neighbours.
Civilized brought the world to New Brunswick
for their second annual Cannabis Conference and New
Brunswick signed an agreement with Israel for cannabis
research.

Let's Go To Israel
We are so fortunate in New Brunswick to
have a serial entrepreneur here from Israel,
Alicia Roisman Ismach, She has inspired
us to lead a delegation to Israel in
September for DLD Festival &
Conference and Food Tech Israel. We
will provide navigation and connections

for any innovation companies, especially
companies in FinTech; Cybersecurity;
FoodTech... and Cannabis. So, if you
would like to join us, please submit your
Expression of Interest

